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Editorial

Operation Elijah
Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.

D

evoting a
whole issue to the
“Jewish-Adventist
connection” may appear odd to
both Jews and Adventists. But they
are not always aware of their connections to each other. Jews will be
surprised to discover these strange
Christians who keep the same
Sabbath—from Friday night to
Saturday night—who eat Kosher,
who pay serious attention to the
Torah of Moses, and who hope in
the final redemption of the world.
Likewise, Adventists will wonder at
the faithful Jews who rest and

celebrate on Sabbath, emphasize
the value of life, and stress the
unity of human nature.
Through this unique and
unusual series of articles, the reader
will be struck by the nature of
the Jewish-Adventist connection.
Theological reflections and analysis
will challenge our thinking, helping us recognize how close the
Jews are to Adventists, and lead
us to the further question of what
this particular connection means
for us as Jews and/or Adventists.
The two interviews of Paul Lippi,
a Christian-born Adventist, who
lived in Israel among Jews for more
than twenty years, and of Jewishborn Adventist Clifford Goldstein,
who embraced Aventism without
abandoning his Jewish identity,
will surprise and perhaps disturb
some. From this encounter, Jewish
and Adventist readers will certainly
learn to see each other differently.
Moreover, they may learn to see
a new face of themselves and of
their God. Indeed, this refreshing
of the Jewish component of the

Adventist faith may well enrich
and deepen this faith and thereby
draw Adventists closer to Jews. It
may also allow Jews to see another
face of Christianity and draw them
closer to this “strange” group of
believers. In these times when so
many Christians are interested in
renewing their Jewish roots, it may
bring Adventists and Jews closer to
the Christian community at large
and even to the bigger world.
In the beginning of the
Christian era, the Church separated
itself from its Jewish roots in order
to gain the world. Could it be that,
at the end of its course, the Church
will gain the world by coming
back (teshuvah) to the Jewish face
of its identity? Such an intriguing
adventure would reflect the prophetic intuition of Malachi about
the coming of Elijah—the prophet
who, at the last moment of human
history, would “turn the hearts
of the fathers to the children and
the hearts of the children to their
fathers” (Mal 4:6).
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Interview

Paul Lippi

After his
theology
studies at
Andrews
University,
Paul Lippi
went to the
Hebrew
University
of Jerusalem where he did
post-graduate studies and
worked under Prof. Emanuel
Tov, the famous expert on the
Septuagint and the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Paul lived in Israel
for 23 years and served the
Jewish-Adventist community
in Jerusalem as a pastor. He is
presently the director of the
Shalom Learning Center in
Florida, a center devoted to
the preparation of materials
and lay people for JewishChristian ministry.
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habbat Shalom: As
an Adventist who
lived more than
twenty years in Israel and studied at the Hebrew University
with Jewish students, what did
you learn from your relationship that has affected/enriched
your religious views, and even
helped you become a better
Adventist?
Paul Lippi: What amazes
me about Israel is the extent
to which non-scholars have an
active interest in Bible interpretation. Biblical turns of phrase
are embedded in everyday conversation; the different ways to
take what the Bible says is part
of pop culture. For somebody
coming from a faith community
where linguistic interpretation
and popular religion are totally
compartmentalized, and hardly
on speaking terms, Israeli society
is music to the ears.

Adventists need to learn from
Jewish people that just because
you openly discuss some linguistic
or textual difficulty in the Bible,
God is not going to suddenly
disappear between the cracks.
His presence among us is thankfully not that fragile. If another
way of looking at familiar data
forces us to re-construe certain
passages, “everything we’ve always
believed in” doesn’t go down the
tube. Because God is gracious, He
allows us to adjust our position
without withdrawing His gift of
faith.

Because God is gracious,
He allows us to adjust
our position without
withdrawing His gift of
faith.

Shabbat Shalom: How
do you see the future of the

Jewish-Adventist connection
and by implication the future
of Adventism in relation to
Protestant tradition?
Lippi: I think with the passing of time as the cultural center
of Adventism shifts away from
North America, we will continue to distance ourselves from
the Protestant tradition. Our
movement began among white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants and in
certain respects WASP cultural
assumptions prevented our pio-

Torah is a vibrant, lifegiving message that
seeks expression.
neers from grasping Bible truth.
Until very recently, the central
authority of Adventism has been
North American culture. Of
course, Adventism had access
to the Bible all along, but it
was the Bible contextualized to
WASP religion. As the Adventist
family becomes more diverse,
it becomes easier to face these
inherited assumptions for what
they are and correct our teaching in the light of God’s Word. It
seems God has always used social
change to lead His people into
truth. We see this process at work
in Acts chapter 15. Conservative
leadership was clinging to an
outmoded paradigm of conversion until forced by the situation on the ground to change
their theological understanding.
Theology develops as it scrambles
to keep pace with social reality;
by playing catch-up we come
up with the truth. This process
is taking place right now in the
area of Adventist-Jewish relations.
The question of Israel’s place in
the closing events of this world’s
history is no longer a theologi-

We are more guilty of theoretical anti-Semitism than
personal animosity.
cal abstraction. Social reality is
forcing us to rethink our spiritual
treasure in a non-Christian context. Since we are pragmatists,
rather than attentive students of
the Word, we are more responsive
to God’s activity in our midst
than to His voice in Scripture.
Having said this, I don’t see
Adventism drawing nearer to
Judaism as an end in itself. Both
Judaism and Christianity are
forms of institutionalized disobedience. Instead of correcting the
tragic separation of true worshipers into mutually antagonistic
parties, we have justified our sins
and built doctrines around them.
Because the origin of Christianity
is the rejection of Torah, the
reformation of Christianity at
best can only bring us closer to
our original sin. Christianity and
Judaism are both mistakes. While
God has graciously continued
to make Himself known within
both traditions, neither fully represents the biblical Revelation.
Thinking eschatologically,
the remnant “who obey God’s
commandments and hold to
the testimony of Yeshua” cannot be comprised exclusively
of adherents either of Judaism
or of Christianity. Judaism has
preserved the biblical dynam-

scend the historical limitations of
Judaism and of Christianity. To
do so, both traditions will need
to borrow back from each other
truths they have forfeited by
disobedience. I don’t think many
Adventists today understand the
ramifications of the remnant,
because we continue to identify
exclusively with Christianity.
Shabbat Shalom:
Considering this special connection, do we find antiSemitism among Adventists?
If yes, how do you explain this
paradox?
Lippi: Historically speaking,
the core of Christian self-understanding and self-definition is the
rejection of Israel. In practice,
however, Adventists are an ethnically diverse group of people
who sincerely believe that every
form of racism or prejudice is a
grave sin. The anti-Semitism I’ve
encountered among Adventists
is more a matter of insensitivity
and ignorance than of malicious
intent. I’ve never encountered a
rabid Adventist anti-Semite, but I
do know of Jewish people who’ve
left our fellowship because they
couldn’t handle the incessant
anti-Semitism from our pulpits
and in our publications. We are
more guilty of indifference than

Both Judaism and Adventism embrace Torah.
ics of obedience to God’s commandments, but defines itself to
exclude the testimony of Yeshua.
Christianity holds to the testimony of Yeshua, but is not biblically
obedient to Him. The end-time
remnant who proclaim the eternal gospel by necessity must tran-

of personal animosity. Adventism
suffers from some bad theology.
Most of this bad theology is not
original with us; it’s part of our
Christian heritage. Fortunately,
you can have a poor grasp of
theory, or even hold to the wrong
theory, and still get certain things
SHABBAT SHALOM 

right in practice. You can relate
to God on a personal level in a
wholesome way while entertaining all sorts of erroneous notions.
This, of course, doesn’t excuse
us from the sacred obligation of
correcting our bad theology. Our
goal should be for our talk and
our walk to someday agree, and
for both to accord with God’s
revealed will for our lives.
Shabbat Shalom: In your
view, what are the most significant features of Adventism that
draw it close to Judaism?
Lippi: Both Judaism and
Adventism embrace Torah.
Adventism has constructed a
beautiful theology, which integrates Torah obedience into their
thinking. We’ve escaped the
Christian error of antinomianism, but we haven’t escaped the
Christian exegetical and linguistic
tradition, which still prevents
the biblical data from informing
our understanding of the Torah.

most North American Jews have
heard of Seventh-day Adventists,
but most Israelis haven’t. As far
as the Israeli scene goes, we’re
not on the map yet. Now as for
how those who recognize us perceive us, that’s another matter. I
have only anecdotal knowledge,
but the perception seems to be
superficial and quite negative. In
the main, I think we’re perceived
as a group of Christians who’ve
hijacked certain defining symbols
which Jewish people feel belong
to them. So long as Seventh-day
Adventists continue to define
themselves exclusively within a
Christian framework, it will be
difficult for Jewish people to pick
up on their connection with us.
It’s hard for Jewish people to look
past our Christianity long enough
to appreciate us in our own right.
Stereotyping isn’t something that
only we suffer from; there’s Jewish
stereotyping too, you know.
Shabbat Shalom: Are

We are the first sizeable group of Gentiles since the
first century who’ve delighted in God’s Torah!
We are the first sizeable group of
Gentiles since the first century
who’ve delighted in God’s Torah!
This potentially could be common ground with Jewish people
if only we learned to talk about it
in biblical terms.
Shabbat Shalom: How do you
explain this particular connection?
Lippi: I can only attribute it to
the Spirit’s leading in the Advent
movement, because historically
there was no dialogue between
our Adventist pioneers and Jewish
people.
Shabbat Shalom: Are the Jews
aware of their connection with
Adventists?
Lippi: In my experience,
 SHABBAT SHALOM

Adventists aware of their connection with Jews?
Lippi: Unless they happen to
have Jewish spouses or in-laws,
most Adventists don’t connect
with Jews. Adventists, of course,
are aware of biblical Jews, because
Adventists read about them in
their Bible. Most Adventists seem
to assume the last good thing that
came from the Jews is Jesus and
after Him God had no further
need for Jews. Adventists seem
unaware of the post-biblical Jewish
contribution that historically
made the Protestant Reformation
possible. In the Middle Ages,
Christianity borrowed back the
Hebrew Bible from Judaism along
with all the cultural resources

necessary for making sense out
of it (the art of historical-literal
interpretation, grammatical analysis, lexicography, the tradition of
pronunciation). Since they can’t
read the Bible for themselves,
Adventists are unaware that these
Jewish contributions are actually
what make their Christian translations possible.
Shabbat Shalom: What could
Jews learn from Adventists that
may help them become better
Jews?
Lippi: The Jewish people need
to recover their missionary zeal.
The historical reason why the
Jewish religion for the most part
ceased recruitment among nonJews is understandable, but in a
secular world that trend needs to
be reversed. The old reasons are
no longer valid; in most countries the practice of Judaism is no
longer proscribed and suppressed.
Jewish faith needs the exercise of
direct confrontation with heathendom. Judaism has developed
too much as a negative reflex of
Christianity; Judaism needs to
get out of the reactive mode, get
out from under the Christian
shadow, and recover its own
authentic voice. As Adventists
we can’t imagine personal faith
confined only to our own families—faith that doesn’t reach out
to others in darkness and extend
the kingdom of Heaven. Jewish
people shouldn’t have their spiritual life confined either. Torah is
a vibrant, life-giving message that
seeks expression. The missionary
impulse is healthy and normal,
and shouldn’t be considered
foreign to the spirit of Judaism.
During Second Temple times,
bringing proselytes “under the
wings of the Shekina” was a very
Jewish thing; and it should be
again.

Interview

Clifford Goldstein

Clifford
Goldstein,
editor of the
Adult Sabbath
School Ministries
Quarterly since
1999, has had a
long and distinguished writing
career. He has written sixteen books and numerous articles
and has been the editor of Liberty magazine and Shabbat Shalom magazine.
Goldstein, born in Albany, New York,
has a passion for writing and studying
and is a lover of philosophy. Since he
met God, he has used his writing talents
and intellect for God’s glory. He has a
Bachelor of Arts degree in English from
the University of Florida and a Master of
Arts degree in Ancient Semitic Languages
from John Hopkins University. He is
married to Kimberly, and they have two
children, Zachary and Hannah.

S

habbat Shalom: As a Jew who has
embraced Adventism, did you have to abandon your Jewish identity in order to feel
more comfortable among Adventists?
Clifford Goldstein: Of course not. Most Jews never want
to abandon their identity. In fact, most of the experiences
I had that led me to Adventism happened to me while I
was living in Israel, when my sense of Jewish identity was
the strongest it had ever been. Of course, to be fair, I wasn’t
exactly a practicing Lubavitch either, so I didn’t have to make
that many changes.
Shabbat Shalom: Did your learning and adopting of
Adventism make you a better Jew? If yes, in what ways?
Goldstein: My father, who is an agnostic, always says to
me, “You’re a better Jew than I am.” The Adventists taught
me to keep Sabbath and not eat pig. In many ways, and I
know some people would fervently disagree with this statement, I believe Adventism is a unique expression of Judaism,
if not Jewish traditions per se, but of core, fundamental
Jewish values.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you think that Adventists are
closer to Jews than any other religious group? If yes, how?
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Goldstein: In many ways, very
much so. The Sabbath and the
health principles make us very
close. Years ago, many Adventists
were mistaken for Jews, particularly because of Sabbath keeping. All
that being said, Adventism as it is
practiced today is still a conservative Protestant faith, and thus there
are big differences in a number of
areas. The identity of the Messiah,
of course, being the biggest.
Shabbat Shalom: Yes, but if it
is true that Adventism belongs
historically to the Protestant
tradition, don’t you think that
in many fundamental aspects
Adventism broke from this current and by doing that drew near
to Judaism, repairing the old
breach, for instance, between
grace and law?
Goldstein: That’s true, it has,
and I think that’s one of the great
things that the Adventist Church
has to offer the world—this unity
of grace and law, the idea that
grace doesn’t annul the law. Grace
is God’s response to the law, or at
least to our failure to keep the law.
In this sense, Adventism has gone
beyond the Protestant tradition,
which in some ways still never
totally broke away from Rome,
Sunday-keeping the great example
of this point.
Shabbat Shalom: Considering
this special connection, do
we find anti-Semitism among
Adventists?  If yes, how do we
explain this paradox?
Goldstein: Well, people are
people, and we all are sinners. My
reading of the Scriptures affirms
that. In a Church of, what, close
to 20 million people, you’re
bound to find some. So often the
Church itself reflects the culture
around it, and in cultures where
anti-Semitism is stronger it’s more
likely to appear in the Church. I
can say that in my 25 years with
 SHABBAT SHALOM

Adventists, most people have been
very kind and accepting. Most
have found my being Jewish something special; they were fascinated
by it. I’m not naive enough to
believe it’s not there; I just haven’t
blatantly confronted any, though I
have met people who were insensitive. Now, you could argue that
insensitivity is a subtle form of
anti-Semitism, and perhaps so,
but I can truly say that, with rare
exceptions, this Church at least
in my experience has been very
accepting.
Shabbat Shalom: In your view,
what are the most significant features of Adventism that draw it
close to Judaism?
Goldstein: As I said before, the
importance Adventists place on
the Sabbath, I think, is the most
powerful connection. Though
Adventist Sabbath-keeping practices are often different from those
of many Sabbath-keeping Jews,
both share a strong sense, I believe,
of the importance of Sabbath, of
how primal it is, how basic it is to
helping us know who we are, why
we are here, and where we stand
in relationship to God. Sabbath
is a pretty big thing; to keep it
demands a commitment. Sabbathkeeping is an outward affirmation
of faith, of belief, of trust, and
the fact that both Adventists and
practicing Jews keep it is, I believe,
a powerful link between both
groups.
Shabbat Shalom: How do you
explain this particular connection?
Goldstein: It stems from a common belief in the Tanach, in the
Lord, the Creator, and a common
acknowledgment that we are here
for a purpose, that we are not
products of change, of evolution,
but are beings created in the image
of God. That’s an important point
in a world dominated by a kind of

a priori materialism that leaves out
a transcendent Creator.
Shabbat Shalom: What are
some of the biggest differences?  
Goldstein: Well, there are many,
and we shouldn’t gloss them over.
Jews are Jews and Adventists are
Protestants, and there’s a real gap
there, to be sure. This isn’t the
place to get into the “Who is a
Jew?” controversy; however, Jews
are Jews, generally, by virtue of
birth, family ties, ethnicity, and to
a certain sense beliefs and practices.
After all, how many Israelis do
you find Friday night in Tel Aviv
discos or bars? Plenty. Are they
Jews? Most people would still say
yes, regardless of their practices or
beliefs. In many ways, people are
Jews whether or not they made any
choice to be Jews.
With Adventism it’s a bit different. Most people are Adventists
because they have made a conscious choice to be Adventists. You
can grow up in an Adventist home
and as an adult reject all that you
have been taught. You’re no longer,
then, an Adventist. With a Jew, it’s
not quite the same. There are plenty of people who, raised Jewish,
abandon all pretenses of Jewish
belief and practice, and yet still
consider themselves Jews. Any one
who did that with Adventism won’t
still consider themselves Adventist.
Shabbat Shalom: Are there
many Jews who are Adventists?
Goldstein: “Many” is a relative number. There have been
more and more Jews who, coming
to believe that Jesus of Nazareth
is the Messiah, have embraced
Adventism as a means of expressing
that faith. At the same time, too,
I’ve known “many” Adventists who
have become Jews. Though they
left the Church, they didn’t want
to abandon certain things, such as
Sabbath, and thus found Judaism a
natural place to go.

Biblical Lesson

The Jewish Face of
Adventism
Jacques B. Doukhan

T

he purpose of
this article is to
introduce Adventist
and Jewish theologians to
the Jewish component of the
Adventist faith and eventually draw from this association specific lessons in regard
to Adventist identity and to
Jewish-Adventist relations. In a
first step, I will try to disclose
and track the Jewish connection with Adventism that is of
a character not found elsewhere
in other Christian traditions—
one that instead constitutes an
essential character of the Jewish
identity. In a second step, I will
analyze the various responses
that have usually surfaced
among Adventists in view of
this particular Jewish component of their religious identity.

Jewish-Adventist service in Buenos Aires, Argentina
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The Jewish Connection
Adventist identity holds a
remarkable number of specific
features that are an important part of what also characterizes the Jewish identity.
Adventists’ theology of the Law,
their respect for the Torah of
Moses, their high regard for
the Hebrew Scriptures, their
keen interest in ancient Israelite
institutions such as the Levitical
sanctuary and in the theological significance of the Jewish
Kippur, their lifestyle and even
their eating habits, and, more
importantly, their keeping of
the same seventh-day Sabbath
have not only singled them
out within Christianity, but
have also drawn them theologically and even sociologically

closer to the Jews.
In this article, my observations of the Jewish character
in Adventism will focus on the
Sabbath, not only because it is
the most important Jewish feature in Adventism—the most
distinctive and the most visible
one—but also because from
the Sabbath we may derive the
main contours of Seventh-day
Adventist theology as they parallel those of Jewish theology.
1. The Jewish-Christian
Separation
By keeping the same seventhday Sabbath as the Jews—not
just as a principle as with other
Christian faiths but in actual
reality, from Friday night to
Saturday night—Seventh-day

Jewish-Adventist congregation, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Adventists have made a historic statement regarding the
Jewish-Christian separation.
The Sabbath had played an
important, if not a decisive,
role in the Jewish-Christian
separation. Christians separated
from the Jews because of the
Sabbath; they chose another
day and rejected the Jewish
Sabbath precisely in order to
disassociate themselves from the
Jews. This motivation is already
explicitly stated by Marcion in
the second century: “Because
it is the rest of the God of the
Jews, . . . we fast on that day
in order not to accomplish on
that day what was ordained
by the God of the Jews.”1 It
is repeated and made official
in the imperial councils of the
fourth century: “Christians
must not Judaize by resting on
the Sabbath, but must work on
that day, honoring rather the
Lord’s day by resting, if possible, as Christians. However, if
any should be found Judaizing,
let them be anathema from
Christ.”2
The history of the Christian
Mission to the Jews shows that
the initial mass movement of
Jewish “conversion” ceased
abruptly in the fourth century3
precisely in relation to the
Christian rejection of the Torah
and, more specifically, of the
Sabbath. As historian Jules Isaac
writes: “The Jewish rejection
of Christ was triggered by the
Christian rejection of the
Law.”4 Or in the words of
Christian theologian Marvin
Wilson, “This move to Sunday
worship made it exceedingly
difficult, if not virtually impossible, for the Jew to give any
serious consideration to the

Christian message. . . . In short,
to become a Christian was considered as leaving behind the
Jewishness of one’s past, hardly
a live option for any faithful
Jew to consider.”5 Contrary to
what one would expect, it was
on the Law and not on the messianic controversy that Jews and
Christians departed from each
other. It is significant, indeed,
that so many Jews had accepted
Jesus as their Messiah as long as
they did not have to reject the
Law. It is also significant that
Jewish tradition and Jewish history attest to a great number of
messianic views and experiences
where the borders between Jews
and Christians are blurred and
even crossed—messianic views
that at times are bolder than

The Shalom Learning Center, Hollywood, Florida.
“Christian” Sabbath which in
reference to Jesus’ resurrection

By returning to the Jewish Sabbath, Seventh-day
Adventists were not only returning to the same
seventh day.
their Christian counterpart.
By returning to the Jewish
Sabbath, Seventh-day Adventists
were not only returning to the
same seventh day; they were
not simply reacting to the traditional Christian current on the
question of a day. By keeping
the seventh-day Sabbath, they
were also bound to be affected
on a deeper level in the content
of their theology.
2. Creation Versus
Redemption
The “Jewish” Sabbath, as
already recorded in the fourth
commandment (Exod 20:11)
and in the conclusion of the
Genesis Creation Story (Gen
2:2), carries a positive reference
to Creation—the earth, nature,
human body, etc.—versus the

exalts spiritual redemption and
deliverance from the concrete
flesh of this Creation. This
dualistic paradigm originated in
the Marcionite “Antithesis” and
found its way into traditional
Christianity where redemption
from the body and the spiritual
domain is valued over the material and physical domain—so
much so that the biblical act of
Creation itself was interpreted
as a mere illustration serving the
spiritual truth of redemption. In
Jewish tradition, the Sabbath,
because of its reference to
Creation, became the epitome of

the affirmation and enjoyment
of the whole of life (involving
the body and the senses). On
Sabbath, one is not only allowed
but is required to enjoy life. By
returning to the seventh-day
Sabbath, Seventh-day Adventists
rejected the Marcionite paradigm and emphasized instead
the importance of Creation,
thus giving special attention to
the body—the eating and drinking (health message), and the
physical welfare of humankind
(Adventist Development and
Relief Agency). It is noteworthy
that this approach concurs with
the Jewish way of life where the
concrete body and eating and
drinking are an inherent part
of religion as well as the Jewish
principle “eyn kemah eyn torah”
(no flour, no Torah) that makes
spirituality depend on physical
existence.

In Jewish tradition, the Sabbath, because of its
reference to Creation, became the epitome of the
affirmation and enjoyment of the whole of life.
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3. The Law
The reference to the Law is
implied in the Sabbath commandment from two perspectives. It is found first from the
perspective of Creation. By
calling attention to the concrete domain of physical existence, the reference to Creation
implies a specific concern for
ethics and justice in real life.
From that perspective, spiritual
and sentimental elaborations,
love, and intellectual beliefs are
not enough. Concrete justice,
the need for righteousness, has
become an important ingredient of religion. This dimension
is a distinctive feature of Jewish
identity.
Also, the adoption of the
seventh-day Sabbath of biblical
revelation over against the day
of human tradition implies a
recognition of the transcendence
and of the vertical aspect of
religion and thus encourages a
renewed interest in the dimension of Torah in the Adventist
theology of covenant. There are
still problems in the observance
of the Law. For instance, in spite
of the biblical injunctions (Gen
2:4; Acts 15:20), Adventists are
not clear on the issue of the

Adventists are not
clear on the issue of
the consumption of
blood.
consumption of blood. To be
sure, the vegetarian ideal promoted by Adventists avoids that
issue, but the question of the
consumption of blood has not
been settled. The reference to
the Law plays a specific role in
Adventist theology, thus drawing
12 SHABBAT SHALOM

Jewish-Adventist congregation at Andrews University
Adventists near to the Jews. It is,
among other factors, this recognition of the Law that accounts
for the respect for other Jewish
laws such as the dietary laws and
the tithe, and more importantly
for closer attention to ethical
principles and a greater interest
in the religious dimension of
justice and righteousness.
4. Hope
Another important dimension of the Sabbath that brings
Seventh-day Adventists closer
to the Jews concerns the lesson
of hope and expectation that is
associated with the seventh-day
Sabbath. In Jewish tradition,
the Sabbath has not only been
interpreted as a foretaste of the
‘olam haba’, the kingdom of
God, and, therefore, as a sign of
hope for perfect harmony and
peace; it has also been identified
as a time of hope in itself. For
as the seventh day, the time of
the Sabbath embodies the very
structure of hope, the experience
of the “not yet.”
In Seventh-day Adventist
“tradition,” as in Jewish tradi-

tion, the seventh day is associated with the future Advent.
Through this association,
Seventh-day Adventists are in
tune with the Jews; they affirm
with them the importance of
the future component of salvation and attest to the same
lucidity toward present evil on
earth.
As a seventh day, the Sabbath
is also the day that marks the
completion of all (kol) creation
of heaven and earth (Gen 2:13), thereby being a cosmic sign
that prerequires the end of this
world for the creation of a new
world. One of the lessons of
the seventh-day Sabbath is to
affirm the necessarily cosmic
character of salvation. The

In Seventh-day
Adventist “tradition,” as
in Jewish tradition, the
seventh day is associated
with the future.
Jewish theology of Kippur, the
Day of Atonement, would be
in that respect particularly rel-

evant for the Adventist reflection on the sanctuary and is
worth noting in this reflection.
In the Bible, as well as in Jewish
tradition, the building of the
sanctuary has been related to
the cosmic Creation (Ps 78:69),
and the “function of these correspondences is to underscore
the depiction of the sanctuary
as a world.”6 In that perspective, the Day of Atonement that
prescribes the cleansing of the
sanctuary is supposed to prefigure the cleansing, the re-creation
of the world, calling once again
for the need of a re-creation
as the only valuable redemptive response or solution to our
human condition.
The same connection is also
suggested in the rabbinic legislation of the Sabbath that relates
typologically the 39 works that
are not allowed on Sabbath to
the 39 works of the building of
the Sanctuary.7 Each Sabbath
the Orthodox Jew is thus supposed to remember the relationship between the Sanctuary and
the Sabbath, a theological lesson
not insignificant in Adventist
theology.8
As we can see, the Adventist
identity offers a great number
of interesting parallels with the
Jewish identity. I have given just
a few of the most important
ones. Though not all Adventists
are familiar with the profound
significance of these connections, even on a superficial
level, the connections are clear
enough to make any Adventist
aware of the special theological
and religious relations with the
Jews.
The Adventist Response
To that particular connection

Because of their keeping of the Sabbath,
Seventh-day Adventists have often been and still
are identified as Jews and as such have sometimes
been the object of suspicion and hardships.
with Judaism, Adventists have
responded in a variety of ways
ranging from the most positive
to the most negative and often
in an ambivalent manner.
1. The Positive Response
It is quite understandable that
the adoption of the Sabbath
and other distinctive features
of Judaism has encouraged
among many Adventists great
sympathy toward the Jews. How
often I have heard Seventh-day
Adventists expressing positive
feelings at observing the Jews
going to the synagogue on
Sabbath morning while they
are themselves heading for
church. Because of their keeping of the Sabbath, Seventh-day
Adventists have often been and
still are identified as Jews and as
such have sometimes been the

object of suspicion and hardships (as is the case of Seventhday Adventists in some African
and Arabic countries). Similar
dietary choices have even associated Jews and Adventists in
the market place, as Adventists
have often been caught standing next to the Jews at the
Kosher counter. The Adventist
curiosity for Jewish interpretations and religious experiences
is well attested not only among
lay members but also among
Adventist theologians (see, for
instance, the importance of the
reference to Abraham Heschel
in the Adventist reflection on
the Sabbath). These common
sufferings and similarities of
experience and of beliefs have
naturally incited very positive sentiments on the part of
Adventists toward the Jews.

Jewish-Adventist congregation celebrating Succot in Jerusalem, Israel
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Jewish-Adventist congregation in St. Petersburg, Florida
2. Supersessionism
“Supersessionism” (from the
Latin “supersede,” meaning “sitting at the place of ”) is an old
Christian ideology9 that was first
advocated in ecclesiastical terms
in the fourth-century Catholic
Church (the church as the city
of God, the new Israel, has
replaced the synagogue, the old
Israel) and in theological terms
in continental Protestantism
(the spiritual Israel with the
grace of the Gospel has replaced
the Israel of the flesh with the
Law of Moses).
This last supersessionism may
look more elegant and more
sophisticated than the former
one, but it carries the same
potential damage: “If I am the
true Israel and you are not,
you do not deserve to live as
Israel.” This is why supersessionism has been diagnosed as “a
spiritual Holocaust” preparing
for the physical one. Franklin
Littell notes: “the cornerstone
of Christian antisemitism, the
superseding and displacement
myth . . . rings with a genocidal
note.”10
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Supersessionist ideas were and
still are taught by Adventists
who inherited them, among
other grains of dust, from the
traditional church (Catholic
and Protestant). Yet considering
Adventism’s late arrival on the
scene of religions and its special
connection with the Jews, supersessionism is inconsistent with
Adventist theology.
Indeed, Adventists cannot claim as can the Catholic
Church that they had replaced
the historical Israel of the Old

astical supersessionism, Adventist
supersessionism emphasized the
idea of a spiritual remnant, as
the spiritual Israel—the Israel of
God—which replaced the physical Israel. These Adventists often
identify themselves as the chosen
remnant and the claim is sometimes heard with some nationalistic overtones.
Also, along the lines of theological supersessionism, some
Adventists maintain that they
understand and live the Sabbath
and the Torah in a superior and
more spiritual way than the Jews
who are legalistic. In contrast
to the “Jewish” Sabbath, the
“Adventist” Sabbath is called
a Sabbath “touched by the
Gospel,”11 or, in comparison
to the Jewish Sabbath of Joe
Lieberman, the Sabbath of “Joe
Adventist.”12 Note in the context
of this journal the moving testimony of May-Ellen Colon who gratefully acknowledges her existential
and theological debt to the Jewish
Sabbath and the recommendation
by John Graz: “We still have many
lessons to learn from them.”13
It is significant, however, that

This insistence in marking the difference
between the Jewish Sabbath and the
Adventist Sabbath is somewhat suspect.
Testament (ecclesiastical supersessionism), because they came
much later after the separation.
Nor can they argue that the
Jewish Sabbath or the Torah had
been replaced by another Christian
sabbath or by grace (theological
supersessionism), for they had
embraced together in tension the
theology of the Sabbath and the
Law with the theology of grace.
Yet, along the lines of ecclesi-

these presentations of the socalled “Adventist” Sabbath are not
in contradiction with a Jewish
understanding of the Sabbath.
It is also ironical that in order
to set up the specific Adventist
character of the Sabbath many
of these Adventist authors have
often resorted to and extensively
referred to Jewish authorities such
as Abraham Heschel.14 This insistence in marking the difference

between the Jewish Sabbath and
the Adventist Sabbath is, therefore,
somewhat suspect. In the light of
history, it is reminiscent of the old
Christian anti-Semitic fear, as well
as the very motivation that precipitated the first “apostasy” of the
Church.
3. The Rejection
The Christian idea of the
rejection of the Jews, although
not supported by the Scriptures
(see Rom 11:1), is a corollary
to the idea of supersessionism.
Both ideas belong together.
Supersessionism implies rejection. But it is still possible to
hold the idea of rejection without having to resort to the idea
of supersessionism. It is enough
to say that Israel has been rejected and thus lost her status as a
chosen people or a witness. On
that premise, the Jewish heritage of Christianity and here of
Adventism will be denied, and
more palatable alternatives will
be proposed.
A perfect illustration of this
reaction can be found precisely in relation to the Sabbath.
Adventists who refuse to assume
the Jewish connection of the
Sabbath have suggested instead a
number of options: the Sabbath
has come to them, not from the
Jews, but from a “spiritual remnant” which survived throughout the ages; Adventists who
consider themselves as the heirs
of this remnant do not owe
the Sabbath to the “rejected”
Jews but rather to these faithful
Christians. Unfortunately, this
remnant is essentially an abstract

idea and does not carry serious
historical weight; also, this thesis
ignores the historical fact that
these Christians who adopted
the seventh-day Sabbath often
did so under a significant Jewish
influence. Yet only the Jews
as a historic and visible group
have formerly witnessed to the
Sabbath. Others prefer to find
the Sabbath in their own culture (“the African connection”).
Here also the connection is not
established, and, even if it were,

this apparently humble and spiritual argument hides pride and in
a subtle manner may disguise the
anti-Semitic repulsion to the idea
that they could have something
to do with the Jews. Some have
gone so far in that line of reasoning that they have claimed that
the Jewish Sabbath, beginning on
Friday night, was not in fact the
true Sabbath revealed by God,
but was rather a Jewish distortion
of the divine one which is supposed to start on Saturday morn-

Jewish-Adventist congregation in New York City
the cases are rare and do not
attest to a historical testimony
of the Sabbath. In fact, the
only serious African evidence
of the biblical Sabbath is found
in Ethiopian tradition that has
itself originated in the Jewish
soil.
Others finally will respond
that the Sabbath is neither
Jewish, African, nor Adventist:
it comes from God. This argument sounds highly spiritual and
undisputable (who would want
to compete with God?). And yet,

The suggestion that we do not need the human other
to have access to the divine revelation reflects a
philosophical/Greek type of thinking.

ing (note that the pre-Nazi theological discussion on the nature
of Jesus, who could not be a Jew
since he was God or of an Aryan
origin, is of the same vein). To
be sure, the Sabbath comes from
God. It was initiated and created
by God. But how can we know
so? Only through the testimony
of a human witness.
The suggestion that we do not
need the human other to have
access to the divine revelation
reflects a philosophical/Greek
type of thinking. It overlooks
the biblical Hebrew principle of
incarnation that requires human
testimony for the quest of the
divine truth. “God needs man.”
It ignores not only the evidence
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of salvation history, but also
the unambiguous statement by
Paul that to the Israelites pertain
“the adoption, the glory, the
covenants, the giving of the law

theology after Auschwitz. Also,
for the first time, we have a Jew
as president of the Israel Field
and at the head of the “World
Jewish Friendship Committee.”
But above all, for the first time

In the beginning of the Christian era, the Church
separated itself from its Jewish roots in order to
gain the world. Could it be that, at the end of its
course, the Church will gain the world by coming
back (
) to the Jewish face of its identity?
[including the Sabbath], the service of God, and the promises”
(Rom 9:4).
Conclusion: Challenges and
Hopes
For years, I have been able to
observe and endure disturbing
reactions on the part of some
Adventists to the Jewish presence among them. To quote just
a few: the reluctance to involve
Jews in the ministry of Jewish
evangelism or in the theological
discussion about Israel; the difficulty in recognizing and confronting anti-Semitic incidents
(often dismissed as “sensitivity”
or “victimization”); the omission
of any reference to anti-Semitism
in the discussion of racism or
the virtual absence of theological
reflection on the Holocaust.
Paradoxically, however, in the
last few years things have dramatically changed in these matters.
More and more Adventist Jews
affirm their Jewish identity and
are heartily welcomed as such.
We have now for the first time
an Institute of Jewish-Christian
Studies at the Seventh-day
Adventist Theological Seminary
(Andrews University). We also
have held, for the first time, a
Holocaust Symposium with
a special section on Adventist
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in Adventist history, Hebrew
Adventist worship services have
emerged all over the world, not
only allowing Adventist Jews
to worship according to their
culture and sensitivity, but also
enriching the worship experience and the spirituality of the
Adventist community and even
the Jewish and Christian communities at large. All of these
could not have been imagined
even a few years ago. Indeed, the
Jewish-Adventist connection is
growing stronger.
I sometimes wonder whether
this movement is not in fact
fulfilling the words of the last
Hebrew prophet Malachi who
saw another coming of Elijah
which would “turn the hearts
of the fathers to the children
and the hearts of the children
to their fathers” (Mal 4:6). The
refreshing of the Jewish component of the Adventist faith
may well enrich and deepen this
faith, drawing Adventists closer
to Jews. It may also, in these
times when so many Christians
are interested in renewing their
Jewish roots, bring Adventists
closer to the larger Christian
community and the world as
well.
In the beginning of the
Christian era, the Church sepa-

rated itself from its Jewish roots
in order to gain the world.
Could it be that, at the end of
its course, the Church will gain
the world by coming back (teshuva) to the Jewish face of its
identity?
1 Tertullian,

Against Marcion, 4.12.7.
Canon 29 of the Council of Laodicea.
3 See on that matter the work by sociologist Rodney Stark, The Rise of Christianity:
A Sociologist Reconsiders History (Princeton,
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4 Jules Isaac, Genèse de l’Antisémitisme:
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1956), 147.
5 Marvin R. Wilson, Our Father
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1989), 80.
6 Jon D. Levenson, Creation and the
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Princeton University Press, 1994), 86.
7 Shabbat VII.2.
8 See Uriah Smith, “The Sanctuary and
the Sabbath are Inseparably Connected”
(The Advent Review, 25 July 1854, 196); cf.
Raymond F. Cottrell, “The Sabbath in the
New World,” in The Sabbath in Scripture
and History, ed. Kenneth A. Strand
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Biblical Lesson

Judaism and Adventism:
Similarities and Differences

T

he objective description of similarities and
differences appearing here will
provide a clear and immediate
overview of the nature of the
Jewish-Adventist connection
and will draw lessons not only
for a better understanding of
each other, but also of a better understanding of one’s own
religious identity, whether Jewish
or Adventist. It will also implicitly suggest places where Jews
and Adventists can in fact learn
from each other and, beyond the
human encounter, discover a hidden face of the Lord.
Similarities
1. Same Day of Sabbath
keeping from sundown on Friday

to sundown on Saturday, including the admonition to rest from
work and engage in religious and
worshipful activities.
2. Same emphasis on Creation,
with what it implies of valorization of matter, nature, and
the flesh, versus the traditional
Christian comtemptus mundi,
which despises Creation and the
flesh.
3. Same accent on the
Wholeness of Human Nature
and the rejection of Christian
(Platonistic) dualism. Importance
of enjoyment of life: a sex life
and food, for instance, are not
evil, but beautiful gifts from God.
Taking care of the human body is,
therefore, a religious duty.
4. Same Holy Scriptures:

Adventism embraces the same
Hebrew Scriptures (Tanach)
which are highly regarded and
not replaced by any other Holy
Scripture or given a lower status
of inspiration.
5. Same attention to the
Torah: Adventism does not claim
that the law of Moses (Torah) has
been replaced by New Testament
grace. God’s requirements at Sinai
are still normative to them.
6. Same respect of the
Levitical Dietary Laws (no pork,
etc.).
7. Same ideal of
Righteousness: The importance
of ethics in the daily life (sanctification) as they are illuminated in
the pages of the Bible.
8. Same belief in the Day of
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Judgment at the end of human
history when every person will
be evaluated and forgiven on the
basis of his/her response and life.
9. Same hope in the
Redemption of humankind at the
time of the end, with the raising
of the dead and the establishment
of the Kingdom of God as historical and real events rather than just
an abstract spiritual experience.
10. Same hope in the coming of the Messiah, the son of
David as predicted in the Hebrew
Scriptures and Jewish tradition,
who will come at the time of the
end to redeem the world.
Differences
1. Different Practices of
Sabbath: in Adventism, Sabbath
is full of “missionary” activity.
The average Adventist is more
concerned with Sabbath as the
right “seventh” day (in polemic
with other Christians) than in
the sacred content of that day
(its meaning and rest). The average Adventist has not understood
the “celebrating” character of the
Sabbath; Adventists sometimes
fast on Sabbath.
2. Different ideas of the
Afterlife; Jews believe in
the immortality of the soul
(Platonistic influence as recognized by the Jewish Encyclopedia),
which suggests that the soul will
go to paradise or hell. Some Jews
(more on the popular level and in
mystic currents) even believe in
the idea of reincarnation (transmigration). Adventists hold the
biblical view of the unconscious
state of the dead in the dust of
the earth, waiting for the Day of
Resurrection.
3. Different Components of
Torah: Adventists are concerned
with the biblical laws and more
specifically with the written Torah
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given on Mount Sinai (especially
the Ten Commandments), whereas the Jews also submit themselves
to the so-called oral 613 laws
(Torah be al pe).
4. Different Way of Kosher:
Jews do not mix dairy products
and meat (which implies a different set of vessel), do not eat the
hip socket of an animal (cf. Gen.
32), and do not eat meat with its
blood (Gen. 9: 4), which requires
a special way of slaughtering the
animals. Adventists promote vegetarianism.
5. Different Traditional
Scriptures: Jews have only the
Hebrew Scriptures or Tanach as
prophetic/inspired Writings; yet
they also read traditional texts
(Mishnah, Talmud, Midrash,
and rabbinic commentaries) as
a guide to their understanding
of the Torah (written and oral).
Adventists include in their canon
the so-called New Testament
(“Apostolic Writings”). They also
revere the writings of Ellen G.
White, who is heard as a prophetic voice—not one which replaces
the light of the Holy Scriptures
but rather emphasizes the value
of those Scriptures and provides
guidance for living according to
those directions.
6. Different Feast Days and
Liturgy: Jews celebrate numerous
festivals following the instructions
of the Bible (Pessah, Shavuoth,
Rosh Ha-shanah, Kippur, Sukkot,
etc.) and of Jewish tradition
(Purim, Hanukkah, etc.). The
Jewish life cycle is marked by
two important ceremonies: 1) the
circumcision (Brith milah) that
signifies in the human flesh the
covenant between God and Israel;
and 2) the Bar mitzvah, for thirteen-year-old males, that signifies
the commitment of the adult man
to devote himself to the obedi-

ence of God’s commandments.
The Adventist life cycle is marked
by the baptism (immersion in
water), a significant act reminiscent of the Jewish miqveh (ceremonial for converts) that recalls
the event of Creation and signifies
the commitment to become a
new creature and live a new life
with God. Jews follow the liturgy
transmitted through the ages
and pray in Hebrew traditional
prayers. Adventists keep only the
seventh-day Sabbath and celebrate
the Lord’s Supper, reminiscent of
the Jewish feast of Passover, signifying the memory of the sacrifice
of the Messiah until He comes.
Adventist liturgy follows the patterns of Protestant churches with
personal and spontaneous prayers.
7. Different Culture and
History: Jews identify themselves
with Jewish history, the suffering
of anti-Semitism, the Holocaust,
and the State of Israel. Jews hold
a high view of learning. They are
the people of the book. Adventists
are generally indifferent to that
history and that suffering and also
to the state of Israel, sometimes
being anti-Semitic. Adventists
situated in the “evangelical” current do not hold a high view of
learning and may even sanctify
ignorance as a spiritual quality;
their priority is in mission (soul
gaining).
8. Different Messianic
Applications: Adventists believe
in Jesus of Nazareth as the
Messiah predicted by the Hebrew
Scriptures—the exact time of His
coming, His suffering and death,
His life of miracles, His resurrection, and His return at the time
of the end to respond to the hope
of His people from all the nations
of the world. Jews believe in only
one coming of the Messiah at the
time of the end associated with

the establishment of peace and
happiness under the total rule of
God. For Jews, Jesus cannot be
the Jewish Messiah since He has
traditionally been associated with
the Christian oppression and the
Christian contempt of the Torah
of Moses.
9. Different Time of
Judgment: Adventists believe,
according to the indications of
biblical prophecy (Dan 7), that
the day of Judgment is cosmic
and appears during the last
moment of human history in the
form of a heavenly Kippur (starting in 1844). Jews believe in judgment at death, an idea that is in
discrepancy with their other belief
of final judgment and resurrection. Although the date of 1844
has also struck a segment of the

Jewish community (Lubavitch) as
a possible messianic moment, it is
not central in Judaism. Adventists,
therefore, focus on the time of
the end (eschatological emphasis);
their mission is to reach out to
all the nations of the earth (universal outlook) and proclaim that
the Judgment has come—urging
humans to worship the Creator
(Rev 14:7). Jews, on the other
hand, focus on this life (existential
and ethical emphasis); their mission is to survive as a witnessing
people (particular outlook) and
to live as an obedient people who
“hear” God (shema Israel, Deut
6:4).
10. Different understanding of the Mechanism of
Redemption: Adventists believe
that Redemption comes through

the sacrifice of God who offered
Himself through the Messiah
(Isa 53) in order to redeem
humankind. Jews believe that they
achieve redemption for themselves
through the act of mitzvoth and
prayers. Adventists, like other
Christians, tend to view their religion as a set of theological beliefs
on which they will base their
actions (see, for instance, Seventhday Adventists Believe...: A Biblical
Exposition of 27 Fundamental
Doctrines). Jews understand their
religion as a set of deeds from
which they derive their theological beliefs (see, for instance, the
principle of Exod 24:7—naasseh
wanishma, “We shall do, then we
shall understand”).

Ellen White and the Jews
Considering the impact of Ellen G. White’s writings on Seventh-day Adventist theology, we have
gathered here some of her key texts dealing with the Jews.
Against the Theology of Rejection and Replacement
God did not reject Israel:
“Even though Israel rejected His son, God did not reject them.” (The Acts of the Apostles, 375)
God did not replace Israel with the Church (since Israel was the Church):
“Through the Jewish nation it was God’s purpose to impart rich blessings to all people . . . He
(God) purposed to give them (those peoples) opportunity for becoming acquainted through His
church (the Jewish people). He designed that the principles revealed through His people should be
the means of restoring the moral image of God in man” (Christ’s Object Lessons, 286)
Israel is still God’s people until the last days:
“In the last days of this earth’s history,
God’s covenant with His commandment-keeping people is to be renewed.” (Prophets and Kings, 298)
Against Christian Anti-Semitism
Christians associated with heathen brought suffering on the Jews:
“The heathen and those called Christians, in their zeal for Christ . . . thought that the more suffering they could bring upon them, the better would God be pleased.” (Early Writings, 212)
We should not despise the Jews:
“We are plainly taught that we should not despise the Jews.” (Manuscript Releases 137)
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Why a Hebrew-Adventist Congregation?
In these times of religious and identity crises, it is important to rethink
and reshape our worship services to make them more relevant, more
meaningful, but also more in touch with our Hebrew roots. For Seventhday Adventists this reflection and experience is all the more justified as
they share so much in common with the Jews: the same Shabbat, the same
affirmation of Creation and joy of life, the same reverence for the truth of
the Torah, the same ideal of righteousness and justice, and the same hope
for a better world.
The purpose of the Hebrew-Adventist service then is threefold:
1. To offer a special worship experience that combines the joyfulness
and reverence, and the sense of community of the Hebrew tradition,
with our distinctive Adventist identity.
2. To help Christians in general, and Seventh-day Adventists in
particular, recover their Hebrew roots and enrich their emotional,
intellectual, and physical adoration.
3. To create a spiritual and liturgical environment where Jews as well
as Christians, both wearing kippah and tallith, can worship the same
God of Israel—the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who also was the
God of Peter, John, and Paul—thereby relieving and transcending the
Jewish-Christian tension.
In contrast to our modern society that tends to be a “gut-level” society
emphasizing emotions and free (sometimes even “wild”) spontaneity,
classical Judaism has followed a structure that saved order and harmony.
As Jewish history testifies, however, Jewish liturgy has, within traditional
fixed forms, left room for spontaneity and creativity. In fact, the whole
Bible has preserved this vision: there is not only the requirement of
structure and the remembrance of the past, but also the need to be relevant
and the artistic urge to “sing a new song.” The Holy Scriptures are full of
old and new songs, traditional and corporate hymns and recitations, and
emotional and insightful new meditations. The root and the flower, the
memory and the mood, have cohabited together, nurturing each other and
thus maintaining the rhythm of life. It is in this breath, in the path of this
inspiration, that we wish to place our liturgical steps.
The content and liturgical structure of the Hebrew-Adventist service
has been shaped with the same tension. Basically it is patterned after
traditional Jewish worship services (Ashkenazic, Sephardic). Additional
prayers and songs from other sources (Reformed, Jewish, Messianic,
Christian/Adventist, new songs and liturgical moods) have been included.
Yet the new has been implemented insofar as it respects and conveys the
spiritual meaning and lessons taught in the rhythm and flow of the Jewish
liturgy for the Sabbath service.
A word of warning is in order. This formula and worship experience is
not intended to function as the ideal and only worship model. It should
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be understood and used with flexibility, as a modest illustration to inspire
and enrich the worship experience of “any” Adventist (Messianic or
traditional) and even other Christian communities at large. For those who
are happy with the status quo and do not wish to change their worship
service, they may wish to try the following:
The “once-in-a-while” experience: Once a quarter or at least once a year
give your community the flavor of this service. This change will bring
fresh air into your community and will allow you to invite new guests
(Jews, Jewish Christians, or even other Christians).
The “pick and choose” experience: Select a new song or a new liturgical
line or paragraph and introduce them into your present service.
For those who have already ventured into the new worship experience
of the Hebrew-Adventist worship, we suggest either take one of the
composed liturgies and/or combine it with your own. You may also, of
course, extend yourselves with the “pick-and-choose” experience.
Whatever choice you may make, we hope this experience will not only
promote reconciliation between Israel and the Church, but also refresh our
relationship with the God of Creation and Recreation, the God of the past,
the God of remembrance, but also the God of the future, the God of hope,
indeed the God of the root and the flower.

A recommended reading
for Hebrew-Adventist
congregations
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Official Declarations

German-Austrian Statement

The designation EVAKUIERT on the identity
card of Max-Israel Munk indicates his concentration
camp internment.

D

Max-Israel Munk, a Jew who embraced Adventism
in 1908, served as an elder in the Seventh-day
Adventist Church in Minden, Germany. After
his internment, together with his family, in the
Buchenwald Concentration Camp, he was excluded
from the Church and not even allowed to participate
in worship services. Munk survived another internment in the Theresienstadt Concentration Camp.
After World War II, he again became a member of
the Seventh-day Adventist Church living as a representative of peace and forgiveness for the Church
leaders and the members who excluded and abandoned him and his family.

eclaration

of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Germany and Austria
Concerning the Sixtieth Anniversary of the End of the Second World War, May 8, 1945

Preface
In these days it is sixty years since the end of the Second World War. What happened during that time, our
mothers and fathers lived to pass through and suffer. Their experiences and memories have become part of
our own history. Their texts and documents are not only stored up in our archives; they have become part of
our knowledge and our memory.
Conscious of the responsibility for our thoughts and deeds, today as well as for the past and the future, we
feel called upon to take a stand to the past events in an open and humble manner.
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I. We deeply regret...
... that this terrible war which
brought unmeasurable suffering
over mankind originated in our
countries - and that Seventh-day
Adventists also took part in it.
... that the character of the
National Socialist dictatorship
had not been realized in time
and distinctly enough, and the
ungodly nature of NS ideology
had not clearly been identified.
... that in some of our publications or papers published
by us there were found articles
glorifying Adolf Hitler and
agreeing with the ideology of
anti-Semitism in a way that is
unbelievable from today’s point
of view.
... that our peoples became
associated with racial fanaticism
destroying the lives and freedom
of six million Jews and representatives of all the minorities in
all of Europe within a few years
- and that many Seventh-day
Adventists did not share the distress and suffering of their Jewish
fellow-citizens.
... that we excluded, separated
and left fellow-citizens of Jewish
origin to themselves so that they
were delivered to imprisonment,
exile or death.
II. We honestly confess...
... that by our failure we
became guilty towards the Jewish
people, towards all persons persecuted and all suffering of war and
also towards Adventists in other
countries. For this we humbly
ask God and the survivors concerned to forgive us.
... that in those days of distress
we as Seventh-day Adventists
did not act more courageously
and consequently, in spite of our
knowledge of the Holy Scriptures
and the Prophetic Word, and
thus failed to follow our Lord.
We did not follow decidedly
enough the ones among our
ranks who boldly offered resis-

tance and did not bow to the
Nazi dictatorship nor cooperate
with it.
... that neither the passing of
time nor the great distress and
need of those days could justify
or repair the wrong committed;
only God in His Grace is able to
grant remission of failure and sin.
III. We want to take a firm
stand...
... that never any war against
other nations will originate from
Germany or Austria, and that no
one will be limited or discriminated against because of race, religion, nationality or gender.
... that the past events will not
be left forgotten but remain in
our sight even today as a continuing memorial.
... that the obedience we owe
to the state authorities does not
allow giving up Biblical convictions and values.
... that we will be able to “discern the spirits”
and to
confess
our faith
and live
consequently,
even if we
will come
into the
“hour of
temptation.”

we entitled to free others from
their guilt, God alone makes us
free.
In our days however, we want
to take a decided stand for right
and justice - towards all peoples.
We earnestly pray to God that we
will succeed. By His Grace He
alone is able to give us the intention and the power to fulfill that
task.
In the name of the Seventhday Adventist Church in
Germany,
Klaus van Treeck, Chairman
Günther Machel, 2nd
Chairman
In the name of the Seventhday Adventist Church in Austria,
Herbert Brugger, President
The translation of the text from German into
English has been made by the president’s office of the
Euro-Africa Division in Berne, Switzerland

Final
Remark
With this
declaration
we do not
want to express
contempt over
those who lived
and believed in
those times. We
have no right
to condemn our
fathers and mothers, God alone is
the judge. Nor are
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Official Declarations

General Conference Statement*

M

otivated
by a sincere
concern for
the . . . Jewish people we have,
during the last two years (20012002), studied and analyzed some
aspects of the complex topic of the
proper relation between Jews and
Christians. The anti-Semitism
that has characterized the history
of Christianity and that resulted
in the replacement of the Sabbath
by Sunday, the law by grace, and
that contributed in a direct way to
the holocaust has challenged us as
Adventists to examine the Jewish
roots of our faith. We affirm that,
1. In contradistinction to most
Christian communities the SDA
Church brings together in its theology and mission the law and the
gospel and becomes the proper
place for the reconciliation of Jews
and Christians. The SDA Church,
having been called by the Lord to
restore the truths that were “cast
to the ground,” sees this as part of
its mission.
2. The mission entrusted by
Jesus to the apostles consisted
in the fulfillment of the promise
God made to Abram—“In you
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all the families of the earth will
be blessed” (Gen 12:3). Through
their ministry the faith of Israel,
fulfilled in the person and ministry of Christ/the Messiah, was
universalized.
3. Although the socio-political
theocratic system came to an end,
God did not reject the Jews (Rom
11:1; Acts of the Apostles 375). This
is evidenced by several biblical and
historical facts:
First, Jesus selected as his
disciples a group of Jews who
recognized him as the promised
Messiah;
Second, God has seen the suffering the Jews have experienced
throughout their history and has
comforted their hearts in their
affliction and beheld with pity
their terrible situation (Acts of the
Apostles 380);
Third, God has continued to
work with the Jews in an attempt
to lead them to a right understanding of His word and to see
in the Jesus the true Messiah of
Israel;
Fourth, God has used the Jews
throughout Christian history in
the preservation of the Hebrew

text of the Old Testament and
as witnesses to the perpetuity of
God’s unaltered law;
Fifth, God has called the SDA
church to work in a very special
way for the Jewish people as we
approach the end of the cosmic
conflict. He has promised that
“as His servants labor in faith for
those who have long been neglected and despised, His salvation will
be revealed” (Acts of the Apostles
381).
4. The dispensational interpretation of the role of Israel in
prophecy is a distortion of the
biblical message and demeaning to
the identity of the Jewish people.
5. The church’s concern for
the . . . Jews requires that further
study be made on the biblical
theology of Israel in an effort to
eliminate barriers. . . .
*General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists’ Official Statement on the
Jewish-Adventist Connection, appearing
in Reflections: BRI Newsletter no. 3 (July
2003): 2.

Viewpoint

Jews and Adventists:
   A Reflection on Their       
   Common Heritage
Isaac W. Oliver
Graduate Theological Student

W

hen comparing the similarities between
Seventh-day Adventism and
Judaism, many common points
emerge. Having lived among
Adventists as well as among
Jews in Israel, I will try to give
my personal view on the state of
Adventist-Jewish relations.
Whenever such a discussion
is held, Adventists are quick
to point out their beliefs and
observances of the Sabbath and
certain laws of kashrut (what
some Adventists usually call
“dietary” or “health” laws). And
so, it is not uncommon for
many Jews to be surprised when
they discover certain Christians
keeping the Sabbath on the
seventh day and refraining from

eating unclean animals such
as pork. I witnessed this type
of reaction several times when
sharing some of the Adventist
beliefs with Jewish friends.

the Adventist view on Shabbat.
This kind of interaction is a
special one that singles out Jews
and Adventists from most other
religious groups.

Shabbat
The common observance
of Shabbat is one of the most
precious practices Jews and
Seventh-day Adventists have
in common, which has great
potential to improve the connection between both. Many
Adventists can feel comfortable
in a Jewish home or synagogue
during Shabbat. There, they
can experience the rich Jewish
customs that have been attached
to this special day. Likewise,
I believe that Jews can also be
enriched by learning more about

Kashrut
However, when Jews look
closer at Adventist “kashrut,”
they will also notice that
Adventists only refrain from
eating those animals which
are prohibited in Leviticus 11
and Deuteronomy 14. Till this
day there is no official teaching restricting the consumption of blood with meat within
Adventism. Perhaps Adventists
have ignored this question
because many are vegetarian,
and, therefore, automatically
do not consume any blood.
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But both the Hebrew Bible and
the apostolic writings (New
Testament) universally teach
against consuming blood. God
commanded the sons of Noah
not to eat meat with its blood
(Gen 9:4), a law henceforth
applicable not only to Jews but
to all human beings. Even during the Israelite theocracy, resident aliens abiding with Israel
were not allowed to eat blood
either (Lev 17:10). Most of all,
Yeshua’s apostles renewed the
validity of this command to
Gentile Christians during the
Jerusalem council (Acts 15:20,
29). A similar decision can be
found in the so-called Noahidic
Laws found in rabbinic literature.1 No Orthodox Torahobservant would ever dream of
eating any animal blood.
Furthermore, many Jews do
not mix dairy products with
meat, an observance derived
by rabbinic exegesis from Exod
23:19. Consequently, some
Orthodox Jews have chosen vegetarianism as a safeguard against
mixing both kinds of foods.
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Certain rabbis also spoke of
vegetarianism as the ideal diet.2
Many Adventists have adopted
a vegetarian lifestyle, mainly
because they believe that the
human body is a holy temple
(1 Cor 6:19-20) and, therefore,
seek to glorify God through a
healthy lifestyle.
Religion and State
I believe that a third major
point of contact that is unique
to Adventists and Diaspora Jews
alike is our common concern
for religion and state issues.
For instance, the majority of
American Jewry till this day,
like the Seventh-day Adventist
minority, endeavors to keep a
clear line between government
and religion. This preoccupation is naturally understandable,
since Jews have lived as a religious minority around the globe
for millennia and have experienced persecutions from oppressive religious institutions linked
to the rulership or government
of their respective countries.
Due to the minority status of

Judaism and Adventism (there
are about 11–14 million Jews
worldwide; interestingly enough,
Adventist membership is about
the same), Jews and Adventists
have also encountered problems with civil legislation due
to religious matters. It is not
uncommon for a Jew or an
Adventist to experience conflicts
with work or school attendance
because of Sabbath observance.
I particularly felt this type of
tension when living in France,
where many Jews and Adventists
have had problems with school
attendance, academic exams,
and other important events that
tend to fall on Saturday. The
Adventist-Jewish connection can
work together to confront these
kinds of problems.
If Jews are actively involved
with religious liberty because
of persecutions in the past,
then Adventists are engaged
in this same battle because
of expectations in the future.
These expectations stem from
Adventist eschatological belief,
namely, that before the inauguration of the Messianic kingdom on earth, this world will
first experience a final cosmic
confrontation, where once
again church and state, religion
and government join together
(e.g., as in the Middle Ages)
and persecute those who differ from such establishment.
Adventists have, therefore, carefully sought to avoid seeing such
a scenario repeat itself. Beyond
the theological differences that
Adventism and Judaism may
have about the end of times and
the world to come, Adventists
and Jews need to continue to
strive together against any effort
to unite state and religion. This
is all the more true now, and
particularly here in the United
States where we see renewed

human attempts to shorten the
gap between church and state.
The memories of the past and
the prophetic cries of the future
should be a stirring reminder of
how harmful this deathly combination can be.

“faith that works.” Works flow
out naturally from true emunah
(faithfulness). Finally, I should
not forget to mention that both
Adventists and Jews worship the
same God of Avraham, Yitzhaq,
and Yaaqov.

Same God and Shared
Scriptures
Besides these specific beliefs,
we should not, of course, forget
the more general ones. Both
Jews and Adventists share the
same Bible (although Adventists
also include the writings of
the apostles); Adventists and
Jews accept the authority of
the Tanakh (what Christians
still persist in calling Old
Testament). Obviously, both
Adventists and Jews adhere to
the same ethical principles of
the Torah (i.e., the sacred value
of human life and the moral
principles and guidelines that
are prescribed therein). Indeed,
for Adventists, the Bible is
more than just a reference to
symbols or typologies that
point to the Messiah. In addition to these Messianic signs
and types that Adventists (like
other Christians) find in the
Hebrew Scriptures, Adventists
also search for those laws and
truths that are deemed necessary
for everyone, and not only for
Israel. Many laws are still binding for all of humanity, and it
would be a mistake to only look
in the so-called New Testament
for authoritative halakhah (legal
instruction). Adventism is not
only a religion of faith, but faith
with mitzvot (works), especially the Aseret HaDibrot (the
Ten Commandments). Perhaps
Adventism is closer to Judaism
in this “legal” aspect because
there is a great emphasis on

What Lies Ahead?
With all of these mutual
beliefs between Judaism and
Christianity, Jews have sometimes crossed their religious
border and “converted” to
Christianity. Likewise, there
are many former Christians
within the Jewish community. As David Novak has suggested, “the greatest temptation
for a Jew is Christianity, and
the greatest temptation for a
Christian is Judaism.”3 This
may be even truer for Adventists
and Jews where additional parallels can be found that are virtually non-existent in the rest of
Christianity.
In spite of all these wonderful common points, there still
remains a lot of work to be
done in order to improve the
Adventist-Jewish dialogue. The
greatest obstacle that lies ahead
is replacement theology, which
certain Adventists still hold
onto. Many adhere to this belief
unconsciously or out of ignorance. Greater effort needs to be
performed in order to correct
this problem. But it seems that
Adventism is on the right track.
Certainly no serious Adventist
biblical theologian today would
accept the idea that God has
rejected the Jewish people.
All the wonderful doctrines
on Sabbath, faith and works,
and health will be of no effect if
special care is not given to this
sensitive issue. No well-grounded Jewish person will be able to

accept any type of replacement
theology. In fact, it is unbiblical. Throughout the Scriptures
we can hear of God’s everlasting love for Israel and humankind. God still maintains His
love for Israel: “Can a woman
forget her baby, Or disown the
child of her womb? Though
she might forget, I never could
forget you” (Isa 49:15). “Thus
said the LORD: As surely as I
have established My covenant
with day and night—the laws
of heaven and earth—so I will
never reject the offspring of
Jacob and My servant David”
(Jer 33:25-26). Some Adventists
need to remember the Apostle
Paul’s statement: “I ask, then,
has God rejected his people?
By no means!” (Rom 11:1).
Hopefully, Adventism will
continue on the right path and
embrace the Jews as His chosen
people.
1Sanhedrin
2See

56a.
Abarbanel on Gen 9:3 and Isa

11:7.
3David Novak, “Introduction: What
to Seek and What to Avoid in JewishChristian Dialogue,” in Christianity
in Jewish Terms, ed. Tikva S. FrymerKensky et al. (Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 2000), 5.
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Shabbat Corner

One Thing that Adventists
can Learn from the Jews about
Sabbath Keeping: Celebrate!
1

May-Ellen Colon, Ph.D.

Assistant Director
Sabbath School/Personal Ministries Department
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists

I

n Making Sabbath
Special, Céleste Perrino
Walker paints a word
picture of an announcer counting
down on Sabbath evening as sundown approaches. . . . “‘10, 9, 8,
7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1! We have lift-off!’
And you shoot out of the bonds of
tiresome inactivity to do something
fun before the whole weekend is
shot.”2
God says, “Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy,” but
He does not say, “Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it gloomy!”
There are plenty of reasons to joyfully celebrate on Sabbath.
When I think of celebrating,
the first thing that comes to my
mind is birthdays. The Sabbath is
the birthday of the world. It is set
in a framework of celebration, joy,
and delight. In A Day to Remember,
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George Vandeman linked the spirit
of celebration to the Sabbath by
referring to God’s powerful question to Job: “‘Where wast thou
when I laid the foundations of the
earth? . . . When the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of
God shouted for joy?’ Job 38:4-7.
The majestic, thundering voice
of the Creator. Worlds flung into
space. Suns set aflame. Electrons
set to dancing. And back of it all
the stars singing. The music of the
spheres. The sons of God shouting
praise to their Creator!.”3 That is
celebration!
A marriage is another event
that calls for celebration, joy, and
delight. The Sabbath also fits into
that theme. The first wedding was
recorded in Gen 2:18-24. On the
sixth day, the first wedding between
a man and woman was celebrated.

Then a few hours later on that
first Sabbath, God celebrated
another wedding—His wedding
with humankind! All the Sabbaths
since that first Sabbath have been
a weekly “wedding anniversary” of
that wedding between God and
humankind. God knows the human
tendency to forget anniversaries,
so He gave a commandment to
“remember” to celebrate! Some have
suggested that the celebration of
the Sabbath is a forerunner of “the
marriage supper of the Lamb” (Rev
19:7-9).
Psalm 92, the Sabbath Psalm, is
resplendent with celebration, joy,
and delight. Sabbath is portrayed as
a time of exultation. Not a trace of
gloom can be found. It is clear that
God wants our Sabbaths to have an
atmosphere of celebration.
In Isaiah, God said we should

“call the Sabbath a delight” (58:13).
The Hebrew oneg (“delight”) literally means “exquisite delight.”
Old Testament scholar Richard
Davidson explained that this word
describes palaces of royalty in the
one other place it is found in the
Old Testament. It is as if the King
of the universe is inviting His
people to His “Sabbath palace” for
a regal all-day spiritual feast and
fellowship. This is no ordinary
“delight”! Why? Psalm 16:11 (KJV)
replies: “In thy presence is fulness
of joy; at thy right hand there are
pleasures for evermore.” “Delight
yourself in the LORD . . .” (Ps
37:4, NIV).
Some children sing the song,
“Sabbath is a happy day.” Other
children say, “Sabbath is NOT a
happy day!” When Dwight Moody
was a boy, he and his brothers used
to shout for joy when the Sabbath
was over because it was the worst
day in the week for them. Learning
from the negative Sabbath experiences of his childhood, he advocated his belief that Sabbath “can be
made the brightest day in the week.
Every child ought to be reared so
that he shall be able to say that he
would rather have the other six days
weeded out of his memory than the
Sabbath of his childhood.”4
According to noted Jewish scholar, Abraham Joshua Heschel, it is
a sin to be sad on the Sabbath day.
After Sabbath meals, the Jews recite
a prayer that “there be no sadness or
trouble in the day of our rest.”5 In
Family Sabbath Traditions, John and
Millie Youngberg remind us that “if
Sabbaths are not a happy day, our
children may choose to outgrow the
fourth commandment as they outgrow childhood.”6 May God help
us to make our Sabbaths a delightful celebration “so interesting to our
families that its weekly return will
be hailed with joy.”7
How can we promote celebra-

tion on Sabbath? The Sabbath is a
day for holy celebration, joy, and
delight, but this does not mean that
it is to be celebrated like a regular
party. After a pastor and his wife
presented a Jewish-style Sabbath
celebration in the Cayman Islands, a
boy there called the experience “like
having a sacred party” to celebrate
the birthday of the world.
Briefly, what does a “Jewish-style
Sabbath celebration” look like?
Because Jews consider the Sabbath
to be the queen of the week, a wife,
the queen of the home, proclaims
the beginning of the Sabbath by
lighting special Sabbath candles.
Then she prays a special Sabbath
prayer. The father blesses the children and his wife. There is special
Sabbath wine and braided challah bread. This special celebration
is followed by the Sabbath meal.
The choicest food of all the week
is eaten. Before each course, someone says, “For the honor of the
Sabbath!” During the meal the family sings joyful table hymns which
reflect the celebration mood of the
Sabbath.
This celebration can tickle our
imagination and illustrate the atmosphere of celebration that characterizes the Sabbath. In a way that
fits our individual situations and
cultures, we can make Friday evenings special, with an atmosphere
of celebration. That might mean
having a special Friday night meal
served on special dishes. Perhaps it
will include special features, such
as flowers, candles, special music,
and a special worship activity, such
as charades. A Friday night worship
activity that my family has been
doing for years is adding something
to our “Blessing Book.” We write
down something that has happened
in our lives during the week that
we consider a blessing, along with
the date that it occurred. Then we
celebrate by praising God in prayer

for this blessing. It is a celebration
in itself to reread these blessings
later on.
For my family, Sabbath morning
breakfast was a time to capture this
celebration. As our children were
growing up, we always had sweet
rolls as part of Sabbath breakfast.
To avoid having to wash many
dishes before leaving for church,
we used paper plates and cups.
On each paper plate, our daughter
would make drawings and write
happy messages such as, “Happy
Sabbath, Dad!” “God loves you,
Ivan!”
This spirit of celebration can
continue into the Sabbath services,
Sabbath dinner, afternoon activities, and the closing of Sabbath.
The main idea is that Sabbath
should be in a class by itself—more
special, joyful, and delightful than
any other day of the week: a holy
holiday!
1This article is adapted from a forthcoming book on the Sabbath.
2Céleste Perrino Walker, Making
Sabbath Special: Simple Traditions to Make
the Sabbath a Delight (Nampa, ID: Pacific
Press, 1999), 18.
3George Vandeman, A Day to
Remember (Mountain View, CA: Pacific
Press, 1965), 15.
4Dwight L. Moody, Weighed
and Wanting: Addresses on the Ten
Commandments (Chicago, IL: Fleming
H. Revell, 1898), 54.
5Abraham Joshua Heschel, The
Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man
(New York: H. Wolff, 1951), 30-31.
6John and Millie Youngberg, Family
Sabbath Traditions: Filling the Sabbath
Hours with Joy (Nampa, ID: Pacific Press,
2001), 59.
7Ellen G. White, Child Guidance
(Washington, DC: Review and Herald,
1982), 536.
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Recent Books
Israel and the Church
Jacques B. Doukhan
Hendrickson Publishers, 2002
108 pp., $19.95
In this fascinating book
Doukhan challenges the two
voices—Israel and Christianity,
which try to witness to the
same God—to enter into
dialogue and learn from each
other. What Christians could learn from Israel is to
appreciate the gift of the Torah, the value of creation
and enjoyment of life, the celebration of time in the
experience of the weekly Shabbat, the “not yet” of
the messianic hope. What the Jews could learn from
the Christian church is the good news about the
event of God’s salvation, His visitation in the flesh of
human history, His personal relationship with each
individual, the “already” of the kingdom of God.
This book is indeed a call to overcome separation
and hatred, for only when enemies become friends
will the voice of God be heard in a world which
needs to hear it.
“Dr. Doukhan invites us to make real our vocations to become God’s witnesses working for the
Kingdom of God, combating racism in all its forms,
bringing peace and spirituality to a world that
hungers for God’s Word. Israel and the Church is
required reading, a must, for Christians and Jews
involved in the dialogue, for beginners as well as
seminary students.”—Rabbi Leon Klenicki (Director
Emeritus, Department of Interfaith Affairs, AntiDefamation League)
“Doukhan not only distills a generation of scholarship to provide the reader with the best short introduction to Jewish-Christian relations available today,
but also provides numerous quite challenging new
perspectives that will make it fascinating for veterans of the dialogue as well as beginners. An instant
classic.”—Dr. Eugene J. Fisher (Associate Director,
Secretariat for Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs,
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops)
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The Mystery of Israel
Jacques B. Doukhan
Review and Herald 		
Publishing Association, 2004
143 pp., $9.99
Jacques B. Doukhan
approaches the much debated
issue of Israel and Christianity
through the eyes of both a
scholar of Jewish heritage and
an Adventist. He examines the traditional theories: Has
God rejected the Jews as His special people and replaced
them with the Christian church (rejection-supersessionist theory)? Or does He have two separate ways
of salvation, Judaism and Christianity, under different
covenants (dispensationalist theory)? Doukhan suggests
a third and better way to understand God’s plan of salvation. He argues that the movements diverged when
Christianity rejected the law, especially the Shabbat.
Now, Israel has the law without Jesus, and Christianity
has Jesus without the law. In his conclusion Doukhan
points to Adventism which can play an important role
in healing the breach.
“Careful and clear analysis of theological arguments,
. . . The issues raised by Doukhan can no longer be
ignored by the Adventist community.”—Angel Manuel
Rodriguez, Ph.D. (Director, Biblical Research Institute,
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists)
“In this penetrating study, Dr. Doukhan exposes
the faulty theology undergirding much contemporary
Christian thinking . . . regarding Israel. . . . A well-reasoned case for an alternative model that is more faithful
to the evidence of Scripture. . . . Doukhan’s model is
especially pertinent for Seventh-day Adventists.”—
Richard M. Davidson, Ph.D. (Old Testament
Department, J. N. Andrews Professor of Old Testament
Interpretation and Chair, Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary, Andrews University)
“A close and linguistically rich study of all the relevant passages of Scripture, . . . This is a very helpful volume on a key theme for Christians generally, . . . Highly
recommended.”—Ivan T. Blazen, Ph.D. (Professor
of Biblical Interpretation and Theology, Faculty of
Religion, Loma Linda University)

English translation of back cover:

“See, I will send you the prophet Elijah before that great and
dreadful day of the Lord comes. He will turn the hearts of
the fathers to their children,
and the hearts of the children to their fathers.”
Malachi 4:5, 6 NKJV
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